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Note that the exercise groups have been altered for the second part of the lecture. Please have
a look at the course web page (www.infsec.ethz.ch/education/ss09/fmfp) to see who is
your tutor and in which exercise group you are. For questions about the new exercise groups,
please contact Felix Klaedtke (felixkl@inf.ethz.ch).

Please hand in your solution in the first break of the lecture on the submission date specified
above. The first page of your solution should clearly state your name, your tutor, and the week
day of your exercise group.

Assignment 1

Write a program in the programming language IMP that computes b m
√

nc, for the integers m > 0
and n ≥ 0. Assume that the variables x and y initially store the integers m and n, respectively.
The result of the computation should be finally stored in the variable z. Give arguments for the
correctness of your program.

Hint: You might want to first look at the simplified problem where m = 2 and then generalize
your solution to m > 0.

Assignment 2

There are two main types of induction over the natural numbers (you have already seen and used
these in the first part of the lecture):

• When using weak induction we first prove the base case (most often for n = 0) and for
the step case (n + 1) we assume that the statement holds for case n.

• When using strong induction we first prove the base case (most often for n = 0) and for
the step case (n > 0) we assume that the statement holds for all cases m < n.

The assumption in both types of induction is called the induction hypothesis.
Consider the following game. There are two piles of cards and two players take turns:

• In each turn, a player removes a positive number of cards from one pile (any of the two).
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• The players alternatingly remove cards from the piles.

• The player who removes the last card wins.

Use strong induction, to show that if, in the beginning, the two piles contain the same number
of cards, then the second player can always win. Can you use weak induction?
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